Water resistant grease for grease gun

Models: All engines

Distribution: Parts Date: 05-2010 Binder: Parts Replaces:

New 400g package for Volvo Penta water resistant grease with very good lubrication ability, suited for grease gun.

Propeller shaft grease is used for Conventional packing boxes, Folding propellers and when fitting propellers to shafts for (AQ IPS IS-drive).

Volvo Penta Propeller shaft grease is special grease for marine environments _ especially suitable for salt water applications.

Volvo Penta Propeller shaft grease lubricates, seals and protects against corrosion.

Volvo Penta Propeller shaft grease withstands long-term high loading without any deterioration in protective properties.

21347121 Grease 400g
828250 Grease 25g (not for grease gun)